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About This Game

Help Fatty Bear and His Friends Cook Up A Birthday You'll Never Forget!

Kids are wrapped up for hours in this fun-filled midnight adventure.

What if you had just a few short hours to put together the best birthday party ever? Help Fatty Bear, Matilda Rabbit and
Gretchen the Doll work together through the night to prepare a surprise party for Kayla. There's so much to do! Find ingredients

for the cake, decorate - plus stop a pesky puppy who keeps running off with their stuff. Children can't resist having a whole
houseful of fun things to see and explore. It's a recipe for discovery, laughter and learning, all in one. Delightful talking

characters and enchanting animation keep your child fascinated, time after time.

Fatty Bear's Birthday Surprise is so entertaining and original, kids will have a hard time keeping adults out of Kayla's
kitchen. What's more, Fatty Bear features hours of activity and learning that is always fresh, never boring. Kids meet up with

exciting new surprises every time they play. Surprise Click Points. Click on a toy, a piano, a cabbage or just about anything, and
watch what happens. Things come to life, play music, dance, fly and more. It's a magical world kids will delight in every time

they play.

Fatty Bear Brings a Lot to the Party. Get to know the alphabet by finding missing letters, or learn how to count by
bowling and blowing up balloons.
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It's a Piece of Cake. Perception and memory skills are developed as kids help Fatty Bear, Gretchen and Matilda get it
all together for the party with a simple click of the mouse.

Just One of The Party's High Points. A tea set, a pulley and a telescope that really works! Isn't Kayla's treehouse a fun
place to explore?

Look What's Cookin' A loose puppy, a stuffed refrigerator and a flying rabbit are just some of the ingredients you'll
find in this kitchen!

Surprise Click Points. Click on a toy,a piano, a cabbage or just about anything, and watch what happens. Things come
to life, play music, dance, fly and more. It's a magical world kids will delight in every time they play.

This product uses ScummVM across Windows, Mac and GNU/Linux which is released under the GNU GPL v2.
For more information, please visit - https://www.scummvm.org

The GNU GPL can be viewed here - https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
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Title: Fatty Bear's Birthday Surprise
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Humongous Entertainment
Publisher:
Humongous Entertainment, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 26 Mar, 1993

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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The following is a blanket review for all the Aldorlea games I have played. This is valid, I think, because the problems are
exactly same.
I gave these games a genuine try, but everything by Aldorlea has the same set of problems. Horrible level design, the most god
awfully boring and unsatisfying stories, TONS of HUD problems, and a single goddamn music track for each game. The only
redeeming qualities these games have is the art (one of the games has some humor as well); but unless you have a damn fetish
single poses for each character, you're gonna be disappointed. Like if the story was good, the
other\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665would be tolerable. That's why we stuck through
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with classic titles like Golden Sun. I'm sorry, but an rpg with \u201cmeh\u201d
level combat and drool inducing story is not worth it by a long shot.
tldr: This game is not worth playing. None of the other games (that I've played, which is the first title of almost every series)
made by Aldorlea are worth playing either.. I want my 300+ hours back. Got this and was actually surprised how much fun it is.
Though it is what you would expect out of a $.99 game, after about 2 hours you have done all the achievements and the game is
done, or is it?. not suggested.... Great!
Build / Research / Produce / Sell
Takes a little getting used to but I like it!

Right now I have to finish other games, (Steam and it's sales... you know ;) )
but this one is certainly one I'll come back to have fun playing
Thumbs up!
 :)

. This game is awsome if you love snowmobiles ... which i do!!

Fabulous sound, great racing feeling with lots of stunts to do ... which I love! It's a solid game for the price.

All in all I think it might be the best snowmobile racing game ever! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Simple, but a nice little game.. >Plays Hakumen
"Ha, ya like damage?"

Play CF. I'm straight up mad at Bethesda here. I bought the game a week ago for a full $60USD, which I was on the fence about
because I had already bought it once on PS4, then a normal PC copy here on Steam. But I decided to pull the trigger anyways,
and here we are not even a full week later and they put the game on sale! Now it's going for $39, which really should've been the
normal price. It's total crap how this happens just after I bought the game. I wouldn't be complaining if I had the game for a
while, but only a week and the price goes down, absurd.. I played the game since beta and have loved it since. It takes the
extremely fun elements of PVP, such as arena in WOW, and combines into a whole new outlook of 3rd person shooter with
advanced combat. I would recommend the game to anyone as the play style is easy and viarable enough to hold heavy interest. I
look forward to ranking up class and recording of stats. For what its worth, I think its an amazing game with huge potential as
the pvp competition becomes organized.
Cheers.

Morgan Wynne
VP Bageti Bread Company
bageti.com. This is quite "small" game that bases it's mechanic on avoiding obstacles during slow fall.

The atmosphere and mood is jaw-dropping. If you are equipped with a VR device get ready for a very disturbing and incredible
experience.
. Very fun game to play with the VR mechanics

New Windows update:
The ScummVM engine has been updated from 1.7.0 to 2.0.0, which should fix Windows 10 full-screen and other compatibility
issues.

Also, Cloud Save Support has been added. Take your saves anywhere and play on any machine. Windows, MacOS or
GNU/Linux!

Please let us know if you were experiencing problems with the game in the past, if they have been resolved in this build.

Our support e-mail: support@humongous.com
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